
CHEMICAL 

FORMULAS

Solving for molecular formula 

and empirical formula



There are two types of 

chemical formulas:

1)Molecular Formula

2)Empirical Formula



• MOLECULAR FORMULA

Lists each atom and the actual number 

of atoms in the compound.

• EMPIRICAL FORMULA

The formula that uses the smallest 

ratio among the elements in the 

compound.  The reduced version.



MOLECULAR FORMULA

EX. 1        C6H12O6

reduce by 6

EX. 2        NH4NO2 

combine like terms first, then reduce.                   

NH4NO2 = N2H4O2 

EX. 3           CH2O

EMPIRICAL FORMULA

EX. 1          CH2O

Ex. 2 NH2O

EX. 3           CH2O

sometimes the e.f. = m.f.



conversion

Molecular  → Empirical

Formula Formula

REDUCE BY GCF
(GREATEST COMMON FACTOR)

Note that all atoms must be able to be reduced by the same GCF



NOW YOU TRY!
Identify as m.f. or e.f.

If m.f. convert to e.f.

1) Ribose = C5H10O5

2) Caffeine =   (C4H5)2O3N4

3) Cholesterol = C26H46O

4) Butane = C4H10



ANSWERS!
Identify as m.f. or e.f.

If m.f. convert to e.f.

1) Ribose = C5H10O5= CH2O

2) Caffeine =   (C4H5)2O3N4 = (C4H5)2O3N4 

combine like terms first C8H10O3N4 

2) Cholesterol = C26H46O  =   C26H46O

4) Butane = C4H10    =    C2H5



What about converting the other direction?

Molecular  Empirical

Formula Formula

How do you know what the greatest common

factor is? How do you know what number to

reduce all subscripts by?



USING EMPIRICAL FORMULA TO SOLVE FOR 

MOLECULAR FORMULA

What is the molecular formula for a substance 

with the following information:

Experimental molar mass:  92 a.m.u.

empirical formula: NO2

Molar mass NO2 = 14.007 + 15.999(2) = 46.005 a.m.u.

Calculate the ratio of     molar mass molecular formula =   92 a.m.u. =  2

molar mass empirical formula 46.005

Factor 2 into each subscript 2 x NO2 = N1x2O2x2 = N2O4



You try

What is the molecular formula of a substance 

with the empirical formula of HO and an 

experimental molar mass of 34.00 a.m.u.?



solution
What is the molecular formula of a substance 

with the empirical formula of HO and an 

experimental molar mass of 34.00 a.m.u.?

Molar mass HO = 1 + 15.999 = 16.999 a.m.u.

Molar mass ratio molecular formula =  34 a.m.u. =  2

empirical formula      16.999 a.m.u.

2 x HO  =   H2O2


